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A language A is considered to be random for a class q if for every language B in 
‘& the fraction of the strings where A and B coincide is approximately 112. We 
show that there exist languages in DSPACE(f(n)) which are random for the 
nonuniform class DSPACE(g(n))lh(n), where g(n) and h(n) are in o(f(n)), and 
f(n) is o(n). Nonuniform complexity classes were introduced by Karp and Lipton 
(1980, in “Proceedings of the 12th Annual ACM Symposium on Theory of Com- 
puting,” pp. 302-309) and allow an advice string that depends only on the length 
of the input as additional information. This paper extends a result by Wilber (1983, 
in “Proceedings of 24th IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Sci- 
ence,” pp. 335442) provides a result for the special case of Plpoly-random 
languages in EXPSPACE. Here we explore a different method using strings with 
high generalized Kohnogorov complexity. A characterization of the nonuniform 
space classes in terms of Kolmogorov complexity is given. This generalizes a 
result of Balc&zar, Diaz, and Gabarr6 (1987b, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 52,251-267) 
where characterizations of the class PSPACElpnly are given. Q 1991 Acadctttic PNS, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1%5 Hartmanis, Lewis, and Stearns (1%5) proved a strong hierar- 
chy of space bounded complexity classes. They showed that for any two 
space constructible functions f and g which are O(log(n)), if g(n) = 
o(f(n)) then DSPACE(g(n)) is a proper subset of DSPACE(f(n)). That 
is, there exist languages in DSPACE(f(n)) such that every Turing ma- 
chine which accepts the language needs more than g(n) space for infinitely 
many inputs, or equivalently, if we allow the machine to give wrong 
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answers on some inputs we get infinitely many wrong answers. Thus we 
get that for all languages B E DSPACE(g(n)): [{x 1 x E A e x $S B}I = a~. 
Wilber considerably strengthened this result by showing that this hier- 
archy of space bounded classes also holds under the stronger requirement 
that there exist languages in DSPACE(f(n)) such that every O(g(n)) 
space bounded Turing machine is wrong on approximately half of all 
strings. This idea has been discussed by Meyer and McCreight (1971) who 
showed that for every recursive function f there exists a language which 
can only be approximated by an f-space bounded computation with error 
probability l/2. They call such a language random for the class of f-space 
bounded computations. 
In this paper we are concerned with the randomness of languages with 
respect to nonuniform complexity classes. Nonuniform complexity 
classes were defined by Karp and Lipton (1980). They allow (as opposed 
to uniform complexity classes) an advice string for each input length as 
additional input. As a main result we prove that under essentially the 
same hypothesis as the space hierarchy theorem the class DSPACE(f(n)) 
contains random languages even if the @g(n)) space bounded Turing 
machine is allowed o(f(n)) additional bits of nonuniform advice. We de- 
fine certain p(n)-periodic languages in DSPACE(f(n)) and show that they 
are random for the class DSPACE(g(n))lh(n) when h(n) is o(p(n)) and 
o(f(n)). A language A is &$-periodic if for each n the characteristic 
string of A for strings of length n is a prefix of yk for some y, 1 yl = p(n), 
and some k 2 1. The strings y used here to define the language A are 
strings with an amount of generalized Kolmogorov complexity which 
cannot be computed in DSPACE(g(n))lh(n). Generalized Kolmogorov 
complexity was introduced by Hartmanis (1983), and it measures how 
much a string can be compressed such that it can be restored in a given 
time or a given space. It has already been applied in various areas (Li and 
Vitanyi, 1988; Kolmogorov and Uspenskii, 1987). 
Huynh (1987) already showed the existence of P/poly-random lan- 
guages in EXPSPACE. As an interesting corollary from our proof tech- 
nique it follows that in any (reasonable) nonuniform complexity class 
there exist languages that are random for all uniform complexity classes. 
Therefore, we complement the theorem of Huynh by showing the exis- 
tence of an EXPSPACE-random language in P/poly. 
The above definition of random languages (and of random strings, if 
defined analogously) can be seen as an extension of a randomness defini- 
tion due to Church (1940), based on von Mises’ concept of collectives. 
This definition, like Church’s, is relatively weak because it admits random 
strings which do not satisfy the law of iterated logarithm. A stronger, 
successful definition of randomness was introduced by Martin-Liif (1966). 
This and closely related work on Kolmogorov complexity (Kolmogorov, 
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1965; Solomonoff, 1964; Chaitin, 1966) have been extended by Ko (1986), 
Huynh (1986a, 1986b), and Lutz (1988) to define randomness relative to 
complexity classes, but these definitions seem to be too strong to admit a 
hierarchy theorem as sharp as the one reported here. 
1.1. Preliminaries 
First we give some notations and the necessary definitions. For a more 
detailed introduction see for example Schiining (1986), BalcAzar, Diaz, 
and Gabarro (1987a, 1987b). In the following we consider only languages 
and strings over the alphabet (0, 1). Let x@) denote the ith string under 
lexicographic order and An denote the language A restricted to strings of 
length n. ( ) denotes an easy to compute and easy to invert pairing func- 
tion, x 0 y denotes the concatenation of the strings x and y, and yk the k- 
fold concatenation of the string y. 
Let a self-delimiting description of a string x be the concatenation of a 
length description n of x followed by x. n is the length of x where bits 
equal to 1 are replaced by 11, bits equal to 0 are replaced by 00, and the 
end of n is marked by a 01. This description has two important properties. 
First, it is possible (for a Turing machine) to decode the string x from a 
(possibly infinite) input and second, the length of the self-delimiting de- 
scription of x is 1x1 + 2 log Ix I. We in the following denote the self- 
delimiting description of a string x by X. 
For a function flet O(f), o(f), o(f), and a(f) have their usual mean- 
ings, namely for functions g andf, g = O(f) iflim supMm (g(n)/f(n)) c 03, 
g = o(f) if lim,, (g(n)lf(n)) = 0, g = w(f) if lim inf,, (g(n)lf(n)) = m, 
and g = n(f) if lim inf,, (g(n)lf(n)) > 0. 
Time and space bounded generalized Kolmogorov complexity were 
introduced by Hartmanis (1983). We give a slightly modified definition for 
notational convenience. For a Turing machine A4 and integers 1 and s let 
KS& sl = {x I (3~) : Iyj I landM(y) = x 
using no more than s space} 
be the space bounded Kolmogorov complexity (relative to M). For fixed 
integers this is a finite set, but we can still let 1 and s be unbounded 
functions. The following fact can be easily verified (Hartmanis, 1983): 
There exist a universal Turing machine U and a constant a such that, 
for every Turing machine M, there is a constant c such that, for every 1 
and s, 
KS&, sl C KSJl + c, a * s + cl. 
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In the following we fix such a universal machine U and omit the subscript 
U when no confusion arises. The next two observations can be shown 
with the same simulation argument. 
There exist constants 1 and s such that for all integers II, 12, SI , and ~2: 
and all string x and y: 
If x E KS[I,, sl] and y E KS[12, s2] and x XOR y is the bit-wise 
XORing of x and y then 
x XOR y E KS[2 log log 11 + log 11 + 11 + 12 + 1, (s, + ~2) * $1, 
and if x E K!S[lI , s2] then for all space constructible functions p(n) < n the 
ith substring of length ~(1x1) of x (i.e., from bit i * p(lxl) to bit (i + 1) . 
P(M)) is in 
KS[2 log log 1x1 + log 1x1 + 11 + 1, (s, + ~(1x1)) - sl. 
The nonuniform complexity classes as introduced by Karp and Lipton 
(1980) are defined as follows. 
For a complexity class % and a class of functions 9 from N to C* let 
%/3; denote the nonuniform complexity class of all languages A such that 
there exist a language B E % and a function h E 9 such that for all x E Z* 
x E Ae (x, h(lxI)) E B. 
We will use also the notation Wf for a function f: N + N to denote the 
class %/8, where 3; = {g: N --, Z* I (g(n)1 = O(f(n))}. 
1.2. Nonuniform Classes and Kolmogorov Complexity 
There exists a strong connection between nonuniform complexity 
classes and resource bounded Kolmogorov complexity. BalcAzar, Diaz, 
and Gabarr6 (1987b) give a characterization of the class PSPACE/poly in 
terms of space bounded Kolmogorov complexity. Here a general charac- 
terization is given. 
For a language A, let XA denote its (infinite) characteristic string, xi 
denote its characteristic string up to the nth word (in lexicographic order), 
and XA(n) denote its characteristic string for words of length n. All space 
bounds g(n) for the nonuniform complexity classes DSPACE(g(n))lh(n) 
considered here are a(log n). 
LEMMA 1.1. For each A in DSPACE( g(n))lh(n) there is a constant c 
such that for all n, 
x,4(n) E KS[log n + c * h(n), c * (n + g(n))]. 
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Proof. Let A E DSPACE(g(n))lh(n); then there exists a function f, 
If(n)/ = O(h(n)), and a Turing machine M operating in space 0( g(n)) such 
that M on input (x, f(lxI)) accepts if an (Y only if x E A. 
Using a self-delimiting description f(n) of f(n) we get If- 0 nl = 
O@(n)) + log n. Consider the machine M’ which on input f(n) 0 n cycles 
through all words w of length n and outputs (for each word w) 1 if M 
accepts (w, f(n)) and 0 otherwise. 
Clearly M’ computes xA(n) within space O(n + g(n)) from an input of 
length 0(/z(n)) + log n. Hence (using the property of the universal Turing 
machine U) we get for some constant c and all n 
XAb) E KNlog n+ c * h(n), c . (n + g(n))]. n 
If the advice function h(n) is the constant zero-function we obtain the 
uniform space classes: 
COROLLARY 1.2. For each A in DSPACE(f(n)) there is a constant c 
such that for all n, 
XA(n) E KS[log n + c, C . (n + f(n))]. 
The converse of the above does not hold, since KS[log n, f(n)] also 
defines nonrecursive languages. But if g(n) > n, h(n) > log n we get the 
following characterization of the nonuniform complexity classes. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let g, h befunctions such that g(n) = n(n) and h(n) = 
fk(log n). A language A is in DSPACE(g(n))lh(n) if and onZy ifthere is a 
constant c such that for all n, 
xA(n) E WC * h(n), c * g(n)]. 
1.3. Random Languages 
Several slightly different definitions for random languages have been 
used in the literature already (Meyer and McCreight, 1971; Wilber, 1983: 
Huynh, 1987) and it is a priori not at all clear whether they are equivalent. 
We give three definitions below and show that they are equivalent for all 
complexity classes of interest in this paper. 
We distinguish the following two census functions. censA(n) is the car- 
dinality of a language A restricted to strings of length n, i.e., the cardinal- 
ity of A”. CensA(x) denotes the cardinality of a language A restricted to 
strings that are (lexicographically) smaller than x, i.e., the cardinality of 
A n {YIY 5 -4. 
For any two languages A, B let AAB be the language of all strings on 
which A and B disagree: AAB = (A rl B) U (x rl B). 
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DEFINITION 1.4 (Meyer and McCreight, 1971). Let .rb) denote the nth 
string under lexicographically ordering. A language A is Church-random 
foraclass%ifforallBE% 
lim CensAAE(x(“)) = 1 
PI-XC n 2. 
DEFINITION 1.5 (Huynh, 1987; Wilber, 1983). A language A is length- 
random for a class % if for all B E % 
lim ce%iAE(d = 1 
2” -. Pi-+- 2 
DEFINITION 1.6. A language A is sum-length-random for a class % if 
for all B E % 
lim x=0 cens,4AB(i) 1 
2n+1 = -* II-b- 2 
We say a language B E % approximates A or it is a witness that A is not 
random for % with respect to one of the random definitions above if the 
respective equation does not hold. 
We can now prove the following two facts: 
FACT 1. Let % = DSPACE(g(n))lh(n) be a nonuniform complexity 
class where h(n) = n(n). Then A is Church-random for % if and only if A 
is sum-length-random for %. 
FACT 2. Let % be any complexity class. Then A is length-random for ‘6: 
if and only if A is sum-length-random for %. 
Proof of Fact 1. By the definitions it follows immediately that every 
Church-random language is sum-length-random. For the converse assume 
A is a language not Church-random for (6’. Then there exist a language B E 
% and an E > 0 such that the set 
w = {xcm) 1 censAAB(xcm)) > (f + &) ’ m} 
is it&rite. Now we can define a new language Z = U L=,, Z, which wit- 
nesses that A is not sum-length-random for %. Let the Z, C 8” be defined 
as follows. 
1. IfWnZ”=0,thenZ,=BnZ”. 
2. If W rl Z” # 0, lety = m&W n Xn:n). Define L = (x10” IX I y}, 
andR ={x[y<x~ 1”). 
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If((AAB)nRIr~(RIsetZ,=Bn2”,otherwisesetZ,=(BnL)U 
(i? II R). 
Note that CensA&x) 2 Cens,&x) for all X. Since B E %, h(n) = O(n), 
and the considered nonuniform complexity classes are closed under 
union, intersection, and complementation, we also have Z E %. 
There are infinitely many n > 0 such that W n 2,” f 0. Fix such an n, 
and let y = xcrn) = max( W n Xn). Then 
2 cens,JAz(i) = Cens,&&“-‘) + I(A A B) II LI + )(A A Z) fl RI 
i=O 
2 cens,dl”-‘) + I(A A B) n LI + flR I 
= censAAB(xcm)) + t(2”+’ - m) 
> (f + &)rn + t(2”+t - m) 
= 2” + Em 
2 271 + E) 
so 
Since this holds for infinitely many n Z is a witness that A is not sum- 
length-random for %. n 
The proof of Fact 2 is straightforward. From now on “V-random” 
means “length-random for Y.” 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
What is the necessary complexity for the characteristic strings of a 
language which is random for a nonuniform complexity class? Clearly, if 
infinitely many characteristic strings of a language A could be computed 
in %, for a nonuniform complexity class %, then A is not %-random. 
F'ROP~SITION 2.1. Let % = DSPACE(g(n))lh(n) be a nonuniform 
complexity class, where g = Q(n), and let L be any %-random language. 
Then for every constant c and for all but finitely many n: 
XL(n) 4 KSk * h(n), c . dn)l. 
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Proof. Assume that for some constant c and infinitely many n XL(~) E 
KS[c * h(n), c * g(n)]. Hence the universal Turing machine U computes 
xL(n) for infmitely many n within space c * g(n) from an input of length c * 
h(n). Then there exists a Turing machine M, which on input (x, y), jyj = 
h(lxI), simulates U on input y and accepts if and only if the xth bit of the 
output of U is 1. 
Since the simulation of U on input y and the counting up to the xth bit 
can be done in space O(n + g(n)) and M accepts Ln correctly for in@itely 
many n, the language accepted by M is a witness that L is not random for 
%. n 
We now construct random languages for nonuniform complexity 
classes. The languages defined have a special structure. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A language A is p(n)-periodic if for every n there 
exist a stringy E Z &I) and a positive integer k such that xA(n) is a prefix of 
yk. y is called a witness that A is p(n)-periodic. 
As can be easily seen every p(n)-periodic language is in DSPACE(n + 
p(n))/p(n) and every language is 2”-periodic. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let fbe a space constructiblefunction with f(n) = w(n). 
Let p(n) = min(f(n), 2”). Thenfor every constant b there exist a constant 
c and a p(n)-periodic language A E DSPACE(f(n)) such that for all n 
xA(n) E Wp(n) - c, b - f(n)l. 
Proof. Let br and cl be constants such that if X,J(n) is in KS[p(n) - d, 
b * f(n)] for some constant d and space constructible p(n), then the first 
p(n) bits of XA(n) are in KS[p(n) - d + cl, 6, . & . f(n)]. 
Consider for each n the lexicographically first string z of length p(n) 
such that 
z $ Wp(n) - 1, (b * h) * f(n)1 
and call it z,, . Such strings exist by an obvious counting argument. A p(n)- 
periodic language A is defined in the following way: 
Let bin(x) be the string x treated as binary number, where leading zeros 
are ignored. A string x of length n is in A if and only if the (bin(x) mod 
(z,])th bit of z,, is 1; i.e., 
A = {x I 1x1 = n and bit,(z,) = 11, 
where z,, = min,(lzl = p(n) and z $Z KS[p(n) - 1, (b * 61) * f(n)l) and 
bit,(z,) is the value of the (bin(x) mod ]z,J)th bit of string zn. 
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Clearly the characteristic strings of A, x~(n) are not in KS[p(n) - cI - 
1, b . f(n)], otherwise we get that zn E KS[p(n) - 1, (b . bJ * f(n)]. 
To see that A is in DSPACE(f(n)) we define the following deterministic 
machine M: 
input x, 1x1 = 12 
for all z, Izj = p(n) (in lexicographical order) do 
if(for all y, IyI 5 p(n) - 1, 
U(Y) # z or I!J on input y uses more space than (b . bl) . f(n)) 
then if bit,(z) = 1 
then accept 
else reject 
The machine M accepts the language A. The two nested for-loops ensure 
that the lexicographically first string z, of lengthp(n), not in KS[p(n) - 1, 
(b * bJ * f(n)] is found. 
The space used by M is essentially the space needed to simulate U plus 
the space to keep track of the values of z and y. The simulation of U is in 
space @f(n)) and z, y are of length p(n). Thus, M runs in space 
O(f(4). . 
LEMMA 2.4. There exists a constant s such that for all E > 0 there 
exist a constant 1 < 1 and an no, such that for all strings z of length n > no 
containing less than (4 - E) * n bits equal to 1: 
z E KS[l * n, s * n]. 
Proof. First we define an order on the set of all strings in a way such 
that strings with only a few bits equal to 1 get a low index. For x E (0, l}“, 
let r(x) = #{k I k - < n, bitk(x) = 1) be the number of bits equal to 1 in a 
string x. Then we define the order i on 2” x Zn as follows: s < t if (r(x) C 
r(y)) or (r(x) = r(y) and x precedes y in the lexicographical order). 
LEMMA 2.5. (Ko, 1986). The function dec, defined by dec(n, m) = the 
mth string in (0, 1)” in the order -c, is computable in time O(n2) and in 
space O(n). 
LEMMA 2.6 (Chaitin, 1966). Let E be a real number between 0 and 4. 
Then, for any n L 1, 
n 
1% ( 1 5 n * H(E) + c l(4 - EMI 
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for some constant c, where H(E) = -(t + E) . log(f + E) - (4 - E) . log(i - 
E) is the entropy function. 
Now the logarithm of the number of possible strings of length n with up 
to (4 - E) * n many bits equal to 1 is estimated by 
log’((l’T (;) 5 log (n * (,, “a)J) 
5 n * H(E) + log(n) + c for E > 0. 
Thus we get: 
The length of the index u of z is less than n . H(E) + log n + c, where 
H(E) < 1. Hence, for every E > 0, there exist constants I< 1 and no, such 
that for all strings z of length n > no we have IuI I 1 + n. 
There exist constants s and no such that for all n > no z = dec(n, V) 
can be computed in space s * n. Note that by Lemma 2.5 the constant s is 
independent of E. n 
LEMMA 2.7. Let p, g, and h be functions such that p and g are space 
constructible, h(n) = o(29, andp(n) I 2”. Then there exists a constant dz 
such that for every p(n)-periodic language A which is not DSPACE( g(n))/ 
h(n)-random, there exist constants CY C 1 and dl such that for infinitely 
many n, 
xA(n) E KS[a * p(n) + n + dl * (h(n) + log n), 
4 - p(n) + 4 * (n + s(nNl. 
Proof. Let A be a p(n)-periodic language which is not 
DSPACE(g(n))lh(n)-random. Then there exists a language B in 
DSPACE(g(n))lh(n) such that 
lirn CenSAAB(d = 1 
It-P= 2” 2 
does not hold. This means, that for some E > 0 and infinitely many n, 
censAAB(n) 1 , E -- 
2” 2-’ 
W.1.o.g. we assume that there are infkitely many n such that 
censAAB(n) 5 (+ - E) . 2”. 
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Let S be a (infinite) sequence of such numbers. For the following we fix 
such an n E S large enough to satisfy the condition of Lemma 2.4. We will 
show how to compute the string z witnessing that A” is p(n)-periodic. 
Consider XA&Z) (for such an n E S) to be partitioned in 2”/p(n) sub- 
strings each of length p(n). Then there exists at least one substring where 
the number of bits equal to 1 is less than (4 - E) * p(n). Otherwise the total 
number of bits equal to 1 would exceed (f - E) * 2”. Call the first such 
substring UAAB and let i be its number. 
Now we can compute z by bitwise XORing UAL\B and the ith substring of 
x&z) of length p(n). (Since (A A B) A B = A, and A is p(n)-periodic.) The 
complexity of z can be derived in the following way. 
UAAB E KW ’ P(n), S * P(n)] by Lemma 2.4, 
for a constant s independent of E (and hence of A and B) and a constant 
I < 1 depending on E, and 
xc(n) E WC, . (h(n) + log n), CI . (n + s(N)1 by Lemma 1.1, 
for a constant c, and therefore the ith substring of x&z) 
UB E KS[2 log log n + log n + rz + c2 - (h(n) + log n), c2 - (n + g(n))] 
for a constant ~2. Choosing c3 = c2 + 2 
UE E KS[n + c3 . (h(n) + log n), c3 . (n + g(n))]. 
Hence we get for z = UAAB XOR u B, the bitwise XOR of UAQB and ug: 
z E KS[I * p(n) + n + 2c3 . (h(n) + log n), 
c46 . p(n) + c3 . (n + sbml. 
Let dr be the maximum of 2c3 and c3 * c4 and d2 = c4 * s, and since XA (n) = 
zk for some k the lemma follows. Note that d2 is independent of A and B 
since s is independent and c4 is a constant factor needed to compute the 
XOR of two strings. w 
THEOREM 2.8. Let f, g, and h be space constructible functions, where 
n, g(n), h(n) = o(f(n)) and h(n) = o(2”). Then there exists a language in 
DSPACE(f(n)) which is DSPACE(g(n))lh(n)-random. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Let p(n) = min(f(n), 2”) and choose 
d2 as in Lemma 2.7. Let b = 2 - d2 and choose c and A as in Lemma 2.3. 
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Note that A E DSPACE(f(n)). Let a < 1 and di be arbitrary constants. 
Let I(n) = (Y * p(n) + n + di . (h(n) + log n) and s(n) = d2 - f(n) + dl - (n + 
g(n)). Since n + g(n) = o(f(n)) and n + h(n) + log n = o(p(n)), there 
exists an no such that 
KS[l(nh WI c WP(~ - c, b . f(n)1 
for all n L no. It follows by the choice of A that xA(n) $Z KS&), s(n)] for 
all n 2 no. Since such no exist for each choice of (Y and dl, it follows by 
Lemma 2.7 that A is DSPACE(g(n))lh(n)-random. n 
With the same proof technique it is possible to show the following claim 
concerning random languages for nonuniform time classes. 
Claim 2.9. There exist languages in DTIME(2”““) that are P/log-ran- 
dom. 
As an immediate consequence of our main theorem we get the result of 
Huynh and the result of Wilber as special cases. The result of Huynh is 
strengthened to PSPACE/poly-random languages in EXPSPACE, which 
also follows by the proof of Huynh. 
COROLLARY 2.10 (Huynh, 1987). There exist languages in 
EXPSPACE that are random for PSPACE/poly. 
COROLLARY 2.11 (Wilber, 1983). Let f, g be functions, where f(n) = 
o(n) and g(n) = o(f(n)). Then there exist languages in DSPACE(f(n)) 
that are random for DSPACE(g(n)). 
Wilber (1983) proved this result already for functions f(n) = w(log(n)) 
using a different method. As an immediate consequence of the construc- 
tion of our proof we get: 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let fbe a function where f(n) = w(n). Then there 
exists a constant c such that for infinitely many n there exist strings of 
length n in KS[log(n) + c, c * f(n)] which are not in KS[n - 1, f(n)]. 
Proof. Consider the following machine M. M simulates the universal 
machine U for every string z I n until the first is found such that U on 
input y uses more space than f(n) or U(y) # z, for all /yj s n - 1. This 
search can be done in space O(f(n)). Hence with the property of the 
universal Turing machine we get z E KS[log(n) + c, c - f(n)]. n 
Up to now we showed how to construct languages in a class % i which 
are random for a class (&2 using the greater computational power of %I. 
This yielded computable random languages for classes containing non- 
computable languages, i.e., nonuniform classes. 
Now we show how one can use the power of uncomputability for the 
construction of random languages. 
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THEOREM 2.13. Let % be a uniform complexity class. Let f and g be 
functions such that f(n) = w(n), g(n) = o(f(n)), and g(n) = o(2”). Then 
there exist languages L in P/f(n) which are random for %/g(n). 
Proof. We use a similar proof technique as in our main theorem. Let 
Yl,YZ, * * * be a sequence of strings such that yi is a string of length f(i) 
which is not in K[ f(i) - 11. K[ f(n)] denotes the Kolmogorov complexity 
if no bound on the computation is given. Define L to be an f(n)-periodic 
language, where for all i and k = rai/f(i)j XL(i) is a prefix of ( yi)k. Clearly 
L is in P/f(n). 
Assume that for a function g = o(f) there exists a language A E 
W(g(n)) that approximates L. Then w.1.o.g. there are infinitely many n 
such that the characteristic string of (A A L)” contains few bits equal to 1. 
Each such characteristic string has a substring of length f(n) with less 
than (+ - E) * f(n) many bits equal to 1. Let i,, (i,, zz 2”lf (n)) be the indices 
of these substrings. 
These substrings can therefore (cf. Lemma 2.4) be described by strings 
of length d . f(n) for some d < 1. Thus from some n on we can compute 
infinitely many strings y,, from an input less than d - f(n) + 1 i,, 1 + IMA 1 + 
g(n) + 2 * log(n) 5 f(n) - 1. This contradicts the high Kolmogorov 
complexity of all strings y, . H 
Note that the only property of V which is needed is that % contains only 
computable languages. 
COROLLARY 2.14. There exist languages in P/poly which are random 
for every class of computable languages. 
As a special case we get that there exists an EXPSPACE-random lan- 
guage in P/poly. This is interesting because we already showed that there 
is a P/poly-random language in EXPSPACE. This situation that two 
classes contain random languages for each other class can be used to 
create new languages which are random for both classes. 
Let % 1, x2 be complexity classes which are closed under symmetric 
difference A such that 
1. there exists a language LI E % I which is random for %2 
2. there exists a language L2 E g2 which is random for % 1. 
Then L3 = L1 A L2 is random for Cr and for C2 and L3 is in the boolean 
closure of ‘% I and Y: 2. 
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